Take the search out of research with Researcher

We’ve all been there. The due-date is approaching for that paper you’ve been dreading. The blank page stares back at you. Defiantly. Every clock tick seems to mock you.

Luckily, you now have Researcher, a new tool in Word to help you plan your paper and gather credible sources in fewer steps. Plus, Researcher even helps you add properly-formatted citations in just one click. Avoid due-date dread, start quicker, and finish faster with Researcher!

Real-world scenarios:
· Plan and write student research papers
· Build a thorough outline for a paper in just clicks
· Create a robust bibliography with ease
· Include properly-formatted citations without the hassle
· Stay focused and avoid distractions while researching
A step-by-step guide to demo Researcher

**Step 1**
Click on **Researcher** on the **References** tab.

**Step 2**
In the Researcher pane, type “Amazon Rainforest” into the search field.

**Step 3**
Choose a source and highlight a quote. Select **Add and Cite** to include the highlighted quote and a citation in the document.

**Step 4**
Click the **Bibliography** header and then **Update Citations and Bibliography**.

**Step 5**
Select the “+” sign next to the section header, and the heading is added to the document.